


I FARELOGIX (FLX)- A UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE #~;~~~ 
··"-""' 

Farelogix is a technology provider for many of the world's 

leading airlines. 

Farelogix uses modern technology to provide a more efficient, 

more transparent, less expensive alternative to the traditional 

GDS. 

Over the past five years, Sabre has wielded its monopoly 

power in an attempt to destroy Farelogix and prevent 

competition in ticket distribution. 


"Wanted to make sure we are still pushing on the strategy to 
shut down FLGX [Farelogix]." Internal Sabre email 

As the only surviving technology competitor to GDS 
distribution technology, Farelogix is able to offer an important 
perspective regarding the EAPP3 debate. 
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I MANDATING ANCILLARIES PUTS THE INDUSTRY AT RISK ~~~~ 
,-•V•==~ 

Language requiring airlines to provide ancillary information 
to all channels is problematic 

Even if language does not specify "how" to distribute to all channels 

Regardless of wording, just the fact that the rule is a mandate will allow the GDSs to 
impose their preferred method -- ATPCO OC- because of a DOT "stamp of approval" 

ATPCO OC only processes static/filed data 
Airlines are starting to make more dynamic offers (e.g. LFBU) 

Forcing the airlines to use static technology is unnecessary: 
Full content agreements already renewed 

Many airlines already don't do it today- LCCs (EasyJet, Ryanair, Alliance, etc.) 

Will stop innovation & interfere with current development implementation 

Will interfere with existing contracts 
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~=~~GI":,J
jfPFAF I ANY RULE IS ALREADY OBSOLETE 

-,-= 

The marketplace is already solving the problem from multiple angles: 

Contractually: Most airlines are providing ancillaries through APis 
Delta, United 

Technologically: Dynamic solutions are in production today 
Priceline and American Airlines/United Airlines 
Air Canada and Travelport GDS 
Coming soon- American Airlines direct connect via Travel port and Amadeus 

GDS...and others 

Industry is moving to a different solution 
lATA NDC- Standardized XML making it easier to connect to airlines that want 
to offer/sell ancillaries 
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I TRAVEL AGENCY PLATFORM EXAMPLE (1) ~~~ 
-~-"---

Early in the shopping process, agents 
can easily see which optional services 
are bundled with a particular airfare, or 
included as part ofa custom-negotiated 
corporate package (e.g. FLX Business 
bundle shown in this example). 

I - _, 

Source: AAG AlA 

.A,!-\988 MIA-DF\'\i 08JUL 18:30 2.0:25 

~-~,I - -~-Jifo -~1:¥ ~~ """'_.,.. ,....""-"'' ~-~ £il9r1 u,...--~-~-------"" ___, 

V'lelcome, Michael Zumdieck I U:mgut 
tATA: 10770\101 Office 10: AALO 

~ .. 

Selected Fare: 

341.62 

.i\\11!-Y .i'\I*"T"*'' 

0 0 2:55 ·-·· ..__. '-'-''"'· ..... ~ 

__Q -~ -~- o..>&""'""--'?' 'II"--~ \;;;;;;;;:;;;~;:;~::;ij:zs:;;;:;-;:;;;:::::;~tr.;;;;;;;:;;.::;:j::;~:;;;;ij, '-

•¥'
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I TRAVEL AGENCY PLATFORM EXAMPLE (2} ~~ 


..,.___ .,_t~,--~-/~--· --~-~----~~--~- - ., ,.- ~. r-. 

(:Bt-.roorrft:r1eddar ome!~ 
t. seasonaiJruit, breakfast cookie. 

v...·hite rice. salad, fresh fruit. 

nia 

ZUMDIECK!M 
GU> 

0 15.00 

0 4.95 

0 15.00 

included 

9.95 

0 1500 0 1500 

. !1, • 
• The safety· of your children comesltlways first aLA~A.. 7 ~=;-ioo 0 75.00 0 75.00• Children 5 :fears and older maytr;;;vel on American .NrHnes or .American Eagle on non-stop or same- ! D ·-· 

Airlinesare able to differentiate 
their products and provide travel 

agencies with detailed information 
about optional services, including 

photo/video. 
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Optional services are offered in the same 
"personalized" manner as on airlines websites, 
ie. based onWho'sAsking. In this example, the 
travelerwith Platinum FF status is not charged 
for bags orinternet. 



I SEAT OPTIONS- PRESENTED BEFORE BOOKING ~~4 


DCA-MIA AA 1631 

:.,·,,aiiEt:-1~ :Jcc..tp-i""" ~l£ct~D Rs:trict£::! P;efe,r~ntis.l Pre:mium 

8 S iQ ·t1 

737 (Boeing 737 Passenger)- Economy Class 

'1.2 13 14 ·15 Hi 17 1B 1·9 2iJ 21 22 23 24 2ft 2·S ;H 2S 2& 30 

r 
E 

D 

F 

0 

E 

__J _ -~-· ~· ~ =· ,_ 1.6D~Aisle -seat on Wing

CblJJbJ!ibJlt;;;lJ)!IJli[di~~iiJI!IJlil o Priority seat 

B b'fDb'fD~b'fDI!ili!iJ:l~[di~ibJJI! Seat Option 

A bJJib]tJlibJll~ibJj\~bJ~II\iii • Category P 
"" ,,-_-,, __.,_ •· · -, - •· -~c''~.JF·'•"·'' CORY GARNER 

Preferred Seats 
Instant Purchase __,,_ 

Included 

cancel 
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~~;;GIX¢#I DYNAMIC PRICING EXAMPLE- LFBU -· -~~ 

Load-Factor Based Upgrade 

If space is available at the time of check-in (up to 24 hrs pre

flight) 


Customer receives offer from airline to upgrade 


Customer determines if the offer has value and accepts or 

declines 
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I A MANDATE WILL TAKE THE INDUSTRY BACKWARDS ~~ 


Request for a "useful format" necessarily refers to ATPCO OC 
Legacy technology provides static pricing- higher probability for inaccurate pricing or pricing that 
does not apply to specific traveler i.e. frequent flyer 
Does not support dynamic, media-rich and custom-tailored offers 
Even if the rule is passed without specifying how information is delivered, ATPCO OC will end up as 
required due to GDS market power (i.e. DOT says you have to provide me with the information and 
here is how I want it) 

Advancement of modern selling technology will be at risk 
Alternatives to OC are already in place today 
Innovation and free competition will be thwarted for another decade or longer 

Consumer choices, transparency, comparability, and pricing accuracy will be 
compromised. 

Static filing eliminates last minute, dynamic offers that airlines may have available 
May be forced into offering price ranges for product offerings which leads to interpretation and 
inaccuracies 
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I THE REAL ISSUE ~~~~ 
_,-,""' 

The real motivation of the rule's proponents is to 
maintain GDS market power 

American v. Sabre transcripts reveal real agenda 

Consumer issues are red herrings 

If Transparency" is improved with modern technology 

Renewal of full content agreements demonstrates airlines are 
not 11 hiding fees" 
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I BIASING- THE REAL 

DANGER AND 
DETERRENT TO 
CONSUMER 
TRANSPARENCY 

~~~ 


Sabre secretly biased American Airline's flights in over 6,000 
markets in order to punish it from adopting new technology. 

Biasing clearly harms unsuspecting consumers. 

Biasing was done secretly for months, and consumers 
were unaware- consumer's trust was violated! 

"Want to get a more sophisticated system of biasing 
that has various bias rolling through the system. I don 1t 
want an airline to understand what we're doing." 

"... [A]re you already removing American Airlines' 
flights?... In checking schedules from Chicago to 
LaGuardia I cannot find American Airlines' flights. Are 
you completely inhibiting us to book on American?" 

"What are your thoughts if Sabre1 not the agency ... 
wants to promote the display of a specific carrier and 
not necessarily highlight or communicate to agents or 
suppliers that a display is reserved to show a certain 
carrier at the top?" 
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I 	SABRE IS 
ATTEMPTING TO 
STOP OR DELAY 
CHANGE 

EAPP31S THE lATEST 

METHOD Of ATTACK 

Sabre's activities were intentionally aimed to stop 
American from "changing the model": 

'~A remains the one disruptive force in the 
industry that concerns me... Our initiative needs 
to target getting as many things as possible to 
neutralize AA market moves to disrupt the 
model." 

"Spent all day trying to figure out how to take 
American down. 

~-'-

~~~'~ 
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I THANK 
Edna LopezJim Davidson 
SVP and General Counsel 

President & CEO 
786-464-8620 office 

305 222-5401 office 305-804-6766 cell 
630 865-3997 cell elopez@farelogix.com 
jdavidson@farelogix.com 

rFARELOGIX:,I 

Farelogix Inc. 


760 NW 107'h Avenue, Suite 300 Miami, FL 33172 


www.farelogix.com 


http:www.farelogix.com
mailto:jdavidson@farelogix.com
mailto:elopez@farelogix.com


AIR SHOPPING EXPERIENCE: OLD AND 


Legacy Model (GDS-Centric) 
Generic Selling Model: 
Airline doesn't know who the traveler is until after the sale is made; 
airline is prevented from delivering its value proposition and 
competing for a customer's business. 

I 
1,()~~,.aeam%) 

~ 
• 

Travel Agency 

/ 

New Model (Consumer-Centric & NDC-Enabled} 
Personalized Selling Model 
Airline knows who the traveler is and dynamically creates a relevant 
offer in order to truly compete for the customer. 

t 

I~
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TRAVELPORT and TRAVELPORT MERCHANDIZING SOLUTIONS 
August 7, 2012 

Starting in 2009, Travelport GDS has maintained and continues to expand on its capability to display 
and book ancillary fees for airlines though several ofTravelport's agency-facing products, including 

Universal Desktop. Travelport Merchandizing Solutions currently serves seven carriers and 

continues to encourage airline collaboration to distribute and retail their ancillary services through 
the agency/GDS channel. 

Travelport GDS has successfully integrated ancillary services seamlessly into agency points of sale for 
many airlines including Air Canada, United, KLM, British Airways, and Qantas. Seven airlines in total 

have been successfully implemented and offer a range of extra features from paid seats to all 

ancillary content (Air Canada). These customers choose to participate and deliver ancillaries either 
through API (internet-based) connections or through industry standards like ATPCO. In April 2012, a 
Travelport GDS agent made an industry-first live booking for KLM utilizing ATPCO. 

I<EY CUSTOMERS: 

BRITISH /\!RWAYS ;:) 

Alr:t CANADA 



-------~ 

ESTABLISHEDAIRLINE WHAT 

Jun 10, 2009 

Air Canada Full range (Tango, Tango "'We are delighted to collaborate with Travel port to bring 
Plus, Latitude, and Executive an enhanced booking tool to our mutual travel agency 
Class) using Travelport Agencia 
(Canada/US) customers. All of Air Canada's product features, fares and 

a-la-carte options are now seamlessly and efficiently 
accessible through Travel port Agencia,' said Graham 
Wareham, senior director, Distribution f Consumer Direct, 
Air Canada." 

Feb 8, 2011 

'paid seats' (via API)British Airways "Travel port Options Integrator, which is available for 

connected agents to download free of charge, is the 
technology behind the new functionality and links directly 

to BA's pre-paid seating content. The Travel port solution 
was designed to make shopping, selling and booking 
optional services through the GDS a straightforward 

process for travel agents. 

John Mornement, Head of Selling and Distribution for 
British Airv-~ays, said: 'Since signing our global agreement 
with Travelport, we have been working together to make 
our pre-paid seat selection service available on the 
Trave\port GDS. We're delighted to be going live with the 
Travelport functionality this month."' 

Apr 13, 2011 

'paid seats, Qantas "Travelport, the business services provider to the global 
travel industry, today announces that all Galileo, 
Worldspan and Apollo-connected travel agents worldwide 
will have full GDS access to Qantas' new Advance Seat 
Selection product, which comes into effect from today. 

Under the new arrangement, all Travelport subscribers 
will be able to book and pay for preferred seats on Qantas 
flights via their desktop. By booking through the GDS, 
agents are ensured that their standard workflows are 
uninterrupted, allowing them to provide better service to 
their customers. Travel port has also undertaken rigorous 
testing to ensure that the new booking capability will be 

integrated into Cross Check Travel, Travelport's bespoke 
mid/back office solution for the Pacific region, providing a 
seamless booking workflow from start to finish." 

Aug 3, 2011 

United 'paid seats' (via API) the business services 



travel industry, today announces it has implemented the 
ability for Travelport-connected agents in the U.S. to sell 
United Airlines Economy Plus seating through their 

standard desktop and workflow processes. This capability 
provides multiple opportunities for agents to se\1 the 

additional space and comfort Economy Plus offers to their 
travelers while maintaining the value of GDS booking and 
processing efficiency that agencies have come to expect 
from Travelport. 

'United is pleased to work with Travelport to broaden our 
distribution of Economy Plus through channels where our 
customers shop,' said Amos Khim, managing director, 
Marketing Distribution Strategy, United Airlines." 

KLM 'paid seats' (ATPCO) 

Apr 3, 2012 

"Travelport, the business service:. prov·1der to the global 
travel industry, today announces the first live booking of a 
KLM Economy Comfort seat using the new industry 
standard electronic miscellaneous document (EMD). 

Carl Schelleman, VP Sales and Service, for KLM in the 
Netherlands adds: 'We are delighted to have achieved this 
milestone and Travelport's technology will enable 
Travelport-connected travel agents to book Economy 
Comfort seats without having to leave their usual booking 
environment. We look forward to working with Travelport 

further in developing additional merchandising solutions 
which will help us expand our global sales reach.'" 

DELTA 'paid seats' (via API) 

June 04, 2012 

"Delta Air Lines (NYSE: DAL) and T rave\port have reached 
agreement to sell Economy Comfort, Delta's premium 
Economy product offering more leg room, through 
Travelport's global distribution system. 

'Customers today can purchase Economy Comfort directly 
with Delta at delta. com, through a reservations agent or at 
the airport via a kiosk or ticket agent,' said Wayne Aaron, 
vice president-- Marketing Programs and Distribution 

Strategy at Delta. 'Partnering with Travel port broadens 
the availability of this popular product to Travel port-

affiliated travel agents. We are always willing to work with 
partners like Travelport who bring value to the distribution 

chain and can deliver our product on a cost-effective 
basis.'" 



5/23/13 Sabre reached "a new, long-term, fu\l.,content agreement'' with United AirlineS,- Business Travel Nem 

Home> Topics > Distrubution 

Sabre reached "a new, long-term, full-content agreement" with United Airlines,which calls for the 

eventual distribution of the carrier's "material" ancillary offerings, including premium-economy seats. As 

part of the deal, "Sabre and United will co-develop solutions using next-generation technology that will 

permit United .to offer more relevant personalized offers to their loyal customers." The Beat reported an 

effort already underway for the airline and GDS operator to exchange frequent flyer information to return 

appropriate price quotes for the sale of Economy Plus seats, which is waived for some elite flyers. 

Sabre and United also envision "better" promotion of the carrier's products and services ''with additional 

descriptive text and graphics for enhanced on-screen merchandizing within the Sabre Red Workspace 

and through Sabre Web Services." 

~MM<v.l:usinesstravelnev..s.comiBusiness-Travei-AgenciesfSabre-reached-a-new,-long-term,-full-content-agreernent-Wth-United-Nrlines/?ib==Airlines&a;;;:mgmt... 



TRAVELPORT and TRAVELPORT MERCHANDIZING SOLUTIONS 
August 7, 2012 

Starting in 2009, Travelport GDS has maintained and continues to expand on its capability to display 

and book ancillary fees for airlines though several ofTravelport's agency-facing products, including 

Universal Desktop. Trave!port Merchandizing Solutions currently serves seven carriers and 

continues to encourage airline collaboration to distribute and retail their ancillary services through 

the agency/GDS channel. 

Travelport GDS has successfully integrated ancillary services seamlessly into agency points of sale for 

many airlines including Air Canada, United, KLM, British Airways, and Qantas. Seven airlines in total 

have been successfully implemented and offer a range of extra features from paid seats to all 

ancillary content {Air Canada). These customers choose to participate and deliver ancillaries either 
through API (internet-based) connections or through industry standards like ATPCO. In April 2012, a 

Travelport GDS agent made an industry-first live booking for KLM utilizing ATPCO. 

KEY CUSTOMERS: 

-t)l{lTISHAlRWAYS ...&' 

AIR CANADA 



AIRLINE WHAT ESTABLISHED 


Air Canada Full range (Tango, Tango 
Plus, Latitude, and Executive 
Class) using Travel port Agencia 
(Canada/US) 

British Airways 'paid seats' (via API) 

Qantas 

Jun 10, 2009 

"'We are delighted to collaborate with Travelport to bring 
an enhanced booking tool to our mutua\ travel agency 
customers. All of Air Canada's product features, fares and 
a-la-carte options are now seamlessly and efficiently 
accessible through Trave\port Agenda,' said Graham 

Wareham, senior director, Distribution j Consumer Direct, 
Air Canada." 

feb 8, 2011 

"Travelport Options Integrator, which is available for 

connected agents to download free of charge, is the 
technology behind the new functionality and links directly 
to BA's pre-paid seating content The Travel port '>olution 
was designed to make '>hopping, selling and booking 

optional '>ervice'> through the GDS a straightforward 
proce'>s for travel agents. 

John Mornement, Head of Selling and Distribution for 
British Airway:,, said: 'Since signing our global agreement 
with Travelport, we have been working together to make 
our pre-paid seat selection service available on the 
Travelport GDS. We're delighted to be going live with the 
Travelport functionality this month.'" 

Apr 13, 2011 

"Travel port, the business services provider to the global 
travel industry, today announces that all Galileo, 
Worldspan and Apollo-connected travel agents worldwide 

will have full GDS access to Qantas' new Advance Seat 
Selection product, which comes into effect from today. 

Under the new arrangement, all Travelport subscribers 
will be able to book and pay for preferred seats on Qantas 
flights via their desktop. By booking through the GDS, 
agents are ensured that their standard workflows are 
uninterrupted, allowing them to provide better service to 
their customers. Travelport has also undertaken rigorous 
testing to ensure that the new booking capability will be 

integrated into Cross Checl< Travel, Trave\port's bespoke 
mid/back office solution for the Pacific region, providing a 
seamless booking workflow from start to finish." 

Aug 3, 2011 

'paid seats' (via API)United "Trave\port, the business services provider to the global 



travel industry, today announces it has implemented the 
ability for Travelport-connected agents in the U.S. to sell 
United Airlines Economy Plus seating through their 
standard desktop and workflow processes. This capability 
provides multiple opportunities for agents to sell the 

additional space and comfort Economy Plus offers to their 
travelers while maintaining the value of GDS booking and 
processing efficiency that agencies have come to expect 

from Travelport. 

'United is pleased to work with Travel port to broaden our 
distribution of Economy Plus through channels where our 
customers shop,' said Amos Khim, managing director, 
Marketing Distribution Strategy, United Airlines." 

Apr3,2012 

'paid seats' (ATPCO)KLM ~ravelport, the business services provider to the global 
travel industry, today announces the first live booking of a 
KLM Economy Comfort seat using the new industry 

standard electronic miscellaneous document (EMD). 

Carl Schelleman, VP Sales and Service, for KLM in the 
Netherlands adds: 'We are delighted to have achieved this 

milestone and Travelport's technology will enable 
Travel port-connected travel agents to book Economy 
Comfort seats without having to \eave their usual booking 
environment. We look forward to working with Travel port 
further in developing additional merchandising solutions 

which wlll help us expand our global sales reach."' 

June 04, 2012 

'paid seats' (via API) DELTA "Delta Air Lines {NYSE: DAL) and Travel port have reached 
agreement to sell Economy Comfort, Delta's premium 
Economy product offering more leg room, through 
Travelport's global distribution system. 

'Customers today can purchase Economy Comfort directly 
with Delta at delta.com, through a reservations agent or at 
the airport via a kiosk or ticket agent,' said Wayne Aaron, 
vice president-- Marketing Programs and Distribution 
Strategy at Delta. 'Partnering with Travel port broadens 
the availability of this popular product to Travel port-
affiliated travel agents. We are always willing to work with 

partners like Travelport who bring value to the distribution 
chain and can deliver our product on a cost-effective 

. basis.'" 

http:delta.com



